HEAD SHOP
OR
DEAD SHOP
?

By PJO
Hey, Tommy, guess what? A real "head shop" just opened up around the corner!

Oh, boy! You've gotta come with us and take a look!

Gee, fellows, I don't know... I was going to go down to the pawn shop and convert Mr. Rabinowitz...

Aww, come on! I hear they've got popular record albums by "The Grateful Dead"!

"The Grateful Dead" -- with a name like that, they must have plenty of faith in Christian salvation!

Well, I guess it's okay...
Groovy hello! Cool dig! Man! Welcome to my clutches --- er --- I mean shop!

I've got some real "far-away" stuff here ---

Like these 'gear' love beads!

Mmmmm --- those so-called "love beads" sure look a lot like rosaries of the Catholic Roman rope ---

Gosh! Neat! Swell!
AND THESE UNDERGROUND COMICS AND TAROT DECKS... THEY'RE OUT OF VIEW!

UNDERGROUND COMICS??!

AND GOOD CHRISTIANS DON'T PLAY CARDS!

GOLLY!

KEEN!

SHARP!

BLACK?! BLACK IS THE COLOR OF DEVILRY! AND IT'S A GOOD THING I DIDN'T LOOK AT IT OR I WOULD HAVE SEEN THAT DETAILED PICTURE OF A LARGE-CHESTED YOUNG WOMAN IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO AN EXCITED YOUNG MAN WHEN NEITHER ONE OF THEM HAD THEIR CLOTHES ON.

WHEW!

VOIL!

WOW!

HOT ROD!

AN'T THE BEAST WHICH HAS WITH TWO BACKS! UNTIL THE MOUTH'S OF WHOM HEAVEN'S LINES. LET HIM WHO HATH UNDERSTANDING COUNT THE NUMBER OF THE BEAST: FOR HIS NUMBER IS SIX, AND NINE.

Revelations 13:18
Hey, guys, my suspicions about this "head shop" are confirmed by that inverted cross and many other signs of demonic Satanism.

Aw, you're just "non-hip"!

Yeah, Tommy, you're not "where it is."

You're behaving "uptight"!

Ancient medieval symbol of devil worship.
UPTIGHT?! IT WAS OUR SAVIOR JESUS CHRIST WHO WAS PUT UP ON THE CROSS AND NAILED TIGHT.

I'M NOT GOING TO LET HIM DOWN BY STAYING HERE. GOOD-BYE!

OH-OH! THE POLICE HAVE FOUND OUT ABOUT THAT "HEAD SHOP"! THEY'LL ARREST THE WHOLE GANG!

OFFICERS! PLEASE! MY FRIENDS!
GOSH! YOU'RE NOT POLICEMEN! YOU'RE --

THAT'S RIGHT, TOMMY, WE'RE ANGELS OF THE LORD AND YOUR FRIENDS' IMMORTAL SOULS ARE DARNED. THEY'LL HAVE TO SPEND THE REST OF ETERNITY BEING PUNISHED. BUT YOU RESISTED TEMPTATION AND YOU'LL GO TO HEAVEN JUST AS SOON AS YOU DIE.

I GUESS A REAL "HEAD SHOPPER" HEADS STRAIGHT FOR GOD'S STORE OF INFINITE MERCY, RIGHT, OFFICER ANGEL?

RIGHT, TOMMY!